Labor Answers Judge Reed's Attack

Labor Temple Plans Given Push Ahead

Local Union Councils to Select Advisory Committee to Aid in Campaign for Labor

Despite the punishing heat, about fifty delegates from Minneapolis unions turned up Monday night at the Labor Temple to hear the program of the Labor Temple Advisory Committee. The meeting was called to order by President C. W. Moen, who explained that the purpose of the meeting was to form a committee to aid in the campaign for labor. The committee will be composed of representatives from all local unions in Minneapolis, and will be responsible for the organization and prosecution of the campaign. The meeting was attended by a large number of union members, who expressed their endorsement of the action taken by the committee. The meeting adjourned at 9:30 p.m.

Labor Temple, Minneapolis, Minn.

Fascists Threaten To Raid Our Hall

Open calls for fascist gangsters to hold the union’s headquarters at 227 Plymouth Road were received last week by the Minneapolis Labor Temple, which was asked to take steps to prevent a meeting. The union members were told that the meeting would be held on Friday evening, and that arrangements would be made for the protection of the hall.

Local 346 To Picnic This Sunday

Gundy Rosie's union picnic will be held on Saturday, Aug. 7, at 6 p.m., at the park on the corner of 11th and Plymouth Road. The union has planned a day of fun and games for all members, with music, dancing, and a barbeque. Everyone is invited to attend.

Warehouse Union Names Store Workers

Warehouse Union (Local 997) will be a meeting on Saturday, Aug. 7, at 2 p.m., at the union hall, 227 Plymouth Road. The union will be discussing new members, and the union hall will be open for business.

Litchfield Farmers Side With Unions vs. Boss-Financed 'Associative Farmers'

After listening to W. F. Schilling and Colonel Garvin, the farmers of Litchfield gave their support to the “Associative Farmers,” having been promised by these men that they would be able to get lower prices for their goods. The farmers were enthusiastic and excited by the speeches of Schilling and Garvin, and promised to support them in their endeavor to get lower prices for their goods.
On the Route With the Milk Man

CURLY'S CRIER

The milkman's cry is a familiar sound in any household. And bookings are being made for full service more and more.

A day's chore, and one a chore.

Curler's curl, cow and the black.

Cally, Blem, Lee Blackard, and Ray E. D. Brown, three of the local men who make up the North Franklin that really makes the difference in the milkman's world.

Don't you wonder what they are doing in the afternoon when they are not out delivering the milk? (Oh, don't mention it; I'm just jesting.)

The day is to plan as a Win. Tell of Bob and the black.

Belly boiling down. The only charge that leaves the houses is that of newspapers.

The milkman's duties are many:

1. To deliver the milk.
2. To collect the money.
3. To keep the house clean.
4. And to do it all with a smile.

The milkman's job is not an easy one. But with the right attitude, it can be very rewarding.

HAY FEVER STOPPED
When Your Doctor Prescribes a filter Get DeWeebers NASAL FILTER

These filter screens are indispensable in all forms of health and hygiene. A simple, inexpensive method of cleansing the nasal passages.
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Lafe, Illinois

Beverage Service

Watt Notes

This week we hold our regular meeting and one thing is certain—we will all agree with you that we cannot ask too much for our service. We feel sorry for the truck drivers who have to drive over the white roads when they cannot be allowed to do their work that will be paid on the trucks. We feel sorry for Wally Bunnell who has to drive the TID for a couple of weeks.
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7 Unions Aim at Gamble-Rob Pact

The sub-regional committee of District Four, representing labor in the west central part of the state, has been in contact with the Gamble-Rob management in an attempt to prevent a contract from the Gamble-Rob mill which might lead to strikes.

All district unions involved have been on notice that the Gamble-Rob contract is in the process of being discussed. The sub-area committee has been in contact with the Gamble-Rob management and the unions in Austin and Fort Worth.

The district unions involved have been on notice that the Gamble-Rob contract will be discussed in the next few days. The sub-area committee has been in contact with the Gamble-Rob management and the unions in Austin and Fort Worth.

Grand Forks Signs for Crookston Highway Work

General District Union Local 453 of Grand Forks, North Dakota, has signed a work order with the state highway department for work on the Crookston road. The order provides for completion of the road by independent truck owners.

Superintendent Edward M. Davis, in charge of the road, said that the work will be completed by independent truck owners.

Sioux Falls Driver Signs Protest Ticket to LaFollette

A protest ticket to LaFollette was signed by a Sioux Falls driver, J. B. LaFollette, who is a member of the local union.

Heads Faces Showdown Wednesday

New Richmond, Wis. — Workers at the Workers Union, which has been in negotiation with the Wisconsin Paper Co., will meet on Wednesday to discuss the deadlock.

The union is preparing to meet with the company, which is now working on a new contract, to settle the dispute.

Local 20316 Picnic a Huge Success

Over two thousand workers attended the annual encampment of the town last Sunday at the local union's picnic held last Sunday at the local union's picnic.

The picnic is usually held on the third Saturday of every month.

The picnic was attended by the members of the local union, who are working on the contract.
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Keeping Step With 544 by Markis Doone

Last Sunday’s game proved to be a scrambling block for the York in 1930 on a high start. The fans dislike all else, but still they all show off on the front page.

The shooting at the goal line was a scene...

The home stand enjoyed a cup of tea after a short

Lumberman keen to keep the team in the game.

First mention Track Driver. Have you joined the 1947 Lockout?

The game started and the crowd sank on their fingers when the first goal was scored in the first period of the Mill City game. (The crowd probably didn’t realize what had happened.)

According to the New York Times report, the two teams came together and scored two goals before the period ended.

What action was a white and a red on its turf at the

Three Events of the Week

Three events reported in this week’s Organizer are ended together by more than their appearance together. The report, in the printed edition of the weekly, and the two meetings of the fascist Silver Shirts at which resolutions were made for raids on the drivers’ union headquarters—these three events are part of one and the same phenomenon, namely the growing wave of reaction.

One Song in Court, Another Outside

In court, Judge L. H. Anderson, at his usual desk, he looked at the paper in his hands. The specimen of writing, which he, by his means, printed by striking the paper against the pressure of the other hand, is the most interesting part of the specimen. As the specimen of writing, which he, by his means, printed by striking the paper against the pressure of the other hand, is the most interesting part of the specimen.

Two different tribes are open, fast, the 544 members.

The specimen shows that for any work, every action of the executive board is subject to the approval of the executive body of the union. Second, if the membership were to rule by the board of directors, it would be in conflict with the International Brotherhood of Teamsters.

The specimen shows that only the president of the union, who is supposed to be an equal member by Brother Robinson, who justified the specimen, and the specimen shows that the specimen is perfectly equal—sectional—reasons.

No, let us fight our fight in the light of day with those who would stay all, yet prevail, for in our camp are the vast and overwhelming forces of the people, and justice is on our

FWS Asks 15,000 More WPA Jobs

Last week the Federal Works Funds for the first time asked the national WPA offices, the state WPA offices, and the local WPA offices for additional personnel for the personnel department.

The organization, which is now beginning its work, is expected to be ready to work, and the personnel work will be under the direction of a qualified professional person.

Finally, with the satisfaction that you have passed the million dollar barrier, the organization is ready to start work.

The organization is prepared to work in the interest of the needy.

The Minneapolis City Council

Councilmen: Consistent

The Minneapolis City Council has approved a resolution that the city is satisfied that the state will send the money for the purpose of the work.

On the NORTHERN PICKET LINE

The meeting of the Board of Public Utilities was held in the City Hall, Tuesday, August 4, 1930. The meeting was adjourned.

The chairmen of the various committees...